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PLAN NINE FROM OUTER SPACE
The Musical
Act One
(MUSIC: No. 1 – The Science Fiction Overture. As the
music changes to a vamp, lights up on CRISWELL, at his
desk. He speaks as the music continues under.)
CRISWELL:

Greetings, my friends. We are all interested in the future, for that is where
you and I are going to spend the rest of our lives. And remember, my
friends, future events will affect you in the future. You are interested in the
unknown, the mysterious, the unexplainable. That is why you are here.
And now, for the first time, we bring to you the full story of what
happened on that fateful day. We are giving you all the evidence, based
only on the secret testimonies of the miserable souls who survived this
terrifying ordeal – the incidents, the places. My friends, we cannot keep
this a secret any longer. Let us punish the guilty, let us reward the
innocent. My friends, can your heart stand the shocking facts about Plan
Nine From Outer Space?
(END OF MUSIC: No. 1 – The Science Fiction Overture.
Segue in tempo to MUSIC: No. 2 – Plan Nine from Outer
Space.)

THE COMPANY:

(Inside cockpit of airplane, two pilots)
CRISWELL:

DANNY:

JEFF:

A sleek modern airliner cruises over the California landscape at 20,000
feet. Little do they know what is about to befall them.
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DANNY:

Right, Jeff.

TOWER:

JEFF:

He got you that time, Danny.

DANNY:

(The cockpit shakes. JEFF and DANNY struggle to
control the aircraft, then look out the windscreen to
see a flying saucer)
COMPANY:

TOWER:

DANNY:

Holy Mackerel.
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COMPANY:

(Enter EDITH, the flight attendant. They speak in
the stop time sections of the music.)
EDITH:

Trouble?

DANNY:

Take a look for yourself.

EDITH:

What in the world . . . ?

DANNY:

That's nothing from this world.

TOWER:

JEFF:

(They speak in the stop time sections of the music.)
Do you suppose the passengers saw it?
EDITH:

Most of them are asleep. But it was quite a jolt, Jeff.

JEFF:

Get them ready for landing. Keep it quiet until we get instructions.

EDITH:

Right. (She exits.)

JEFF:

Okay, Danny. Do we call this thing in?

DANNY:

Yeah, but they’ll think we’re nuts.

JEFF:

I think we’re nuts. Call it in.

DANNY:
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JEFF & DANNY:

COMPANY:

(END OF MUSIC: No. 2 – Plan Nine From Outer
Space. Lights change. MUSIC: No. 3 – The
Shadows Of Grief/A Time To Live. A small group of
mourners stand by a grave, silently. One by one,
they take their leave, until, at last, an OLD MAN
stands alone by the grave-side. Lights on
CRISWELL at his desk.)
CRISWELL:

A small group of mourners stand by a grave, silently. One by one, they
take their leave, until, at last, an old man stands alone by the grave-side.
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(The OLD MAN leaves. Two GRAVEDIGGERS
enter and begin to fill in the grave. There is a
strange sound and a pulsing glow in the air.)
GRAVEDIGGER 1: D'you hear anything?
GRAVEDIGGER 2: I thought I did.
GRAVEDIGGER 1: Don't like hearin' noises. 'Specially when there ain't s'posed to be any.
GRAVEDIGGER 2: Yeah, sorta spooky-like.
GRAVEDIGGER 1: Maybe, we're getting' old.
GRAVEDIGGER 2: Whatever it is, it's gone now.
(The newly-filled grave begins to move and they
drop their shovels and back away.)
GRAVEDIGGER 1: That's the best place for us, too: gone!
GRAVEDIGGER 2: Yeah, let's go.
(They begin to back away, but VAMPIRA rises from
out of the grave, fixes her gaze on them.)
BOTH:

Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!
(VAMPIRA moves slowly toward the men, who back
away. They all exit, then a terrifying scream is
heard.)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!
(Lights change and the OLD MAN walks aimlessly.
Lights on CRISWELL at his desk.)

CRISWELL:
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(Grief-stricken, the OLD MAN walks off-stage and
is promptly hit by a car. The MOURNERS return to
the cemetery.)
COMPANY:

(As they gather.)

(The MOURNERS gather again, this time in front of
a small mausoleum. VAMPIRA watches from the
shadows. Lights on CRISWELL at his desk.)
CRISWELL:

At the funeral of the old man, unknown to his mourners, his dead wife was
watching.

WOMAN MOURNER:
MAN MOURNER:

Tragic.

WOMAN MOURNER:

MAN MOURNER:

First his wife, then he.

Tell me something. Why was his wife buried in the ground, and he
sealed in a crypt?

Something to do with family tradition. A superstition of some sort.

WOMAN MOURNER:

Oh.

MAN MOURNER:

Well, it's getting dark. We'd best be on our way.

CRISWELL:

Then, as two of his mourners left his final resting place.
(WOMAN MOURNER discovers the bodies of the
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GRAVEDIGGERS.)
WOMAN MOURNER:

Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah! Look!

CRISWELL AND
COMPANY:

(END OF MUSIC: No. 3 – The Shadows Of Grief/A Time
To Live. The cemetery, night-time. Flashing of police lights
OFF. Inspector CLAY comes on, followed by Patrolman
LARRY.)
CLAY:

Who found them?

LARRY:

Those two over there.

CLAY:

You get their statement?

LARRY:

Yeah, much as we could. They're pretty scared.

CLAY :

Finding a mess like this oughta make anyone frightened. Have one of the
boys take them back to town. Harper, you take charge.

LT. HARPER:

Okay, Inspector.

CLAY:

Medical examiner been 'round yet?

LARRY:

Just left. The morgue wagon ought to be along most any time.

LT. HARPER:

What're you gonna do?

CLAY:

Look around a little.

LT. HARPER:

Once you get beyond those lights, you won't be able to see your hand in
front of your face.

CLAY:

I’ll get one of the flashlights from the patrol car.
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LT. HARPER:

You be careful, Clay.

CLAY:

I'm a big boy now, Johnny.
(CLAY walks offstage.)

LT. HARPER:

Looks like a bobcat tore through them.

LARRY:

Say, Lieutenant, d'you get that funny odour?

LT. HARPER:

How could I miss it? (Old-style siren.) Oh, that'll be the morgue wagon
now.
(Lights change. Outside the Trent home, JEFF Trent is
sitting on the patio as PAULA comes in with a tray of
drinks.)

JEFF:

That's the fifth siren in the last hour.

PAULA:

Oh, something's happened down at the cemetery. A lot of police cars and
lights.

JEFF:

Yeah, I got stopped on the way past but I didn't see anything. You think
they’ve arrested a bunch of those teenage hot-rodders for tearing up the
roads there?

PAULA:

They don’t go into the cemetery to tear up the roads. And neither do their
girlfriends.

JEFF:

Oh! Well, whatever it is, the morning paper will carry the whole story.
(They sit and stare up, relaxing.)

PAULA:

You seem to still be up there somewhere.

JEFF:

Maybe I am.

PAULA:

I don't think I've ever seen you in this mood before.

JEFF:

I guess it's because I've never been in this mood before.

PAULA:

Something happen on your flight?

JEFF:

Yeah.
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PAULA:

What? (He doesn’t answer.) Jeff? What happened?

JEFF:

(Looks at her and grins.) I saw a flying saucer.

PAULA:

A flying saucer? You mean the kind from up there?

JEFF:

Yeah, or its counterpart from down here. It was shaped like a huge cigar.
Dan and Edith saw it, too. When it passed over, the whole compartment
lighted up with a blinding glare. Then there was a tremendous wind that
practically knocked us off our course.

PAULA:

Did you report it?

JEFF:

Oh, yeah. Radioed in immediately and they said “Keep it quiet until you
land.” Then, as soon as we landed, big army brass grabbed us and made us
swear to secrecy about the whole thing. Oh, it burns me up. These things
have been seen for years. They're here; it's a fact. And the public ought to
know about it.

PAULA:

There must be something more you can do about it.

JEFF:

Oh, no, there isn't; not if I want to keep flying. What's the point of making
a fuss? Last night I saw a flying object that couldn't possibly have been
from this planet, but I can't say a word. I'm muzzled by army brass! I can't
even admit I saw the thing!
(There is a brief pause while the pair look slowly and
nervously to the audience. MUSIC: No. 4 - A Time To Live,
Reprise. From OFF, we hear several gunshots in rapid
succession, followed by a male scream. JEFF’s reaction is
to cover PAULA with his body.)

CLAY:

(OFF.) AAAAH!

PAULA:

Jeff!

JEFF:

What the . . . ?
(Lights change back to cemetery. HARPER and LARRY run
on opposite. They find CLAY’s body. LARRY checks his
pulse)

LT. HARPER:

Is he dead?
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LARRY:

Yeah. He's messed up as bad as those two back there. S'pose that saucer or
whatever it was had something to do with this?

LT. HARPER:

Your guess is as good as mine, Larry. But one thing's sure. Inspector Clay
is dead . . . murdered . . . and somebody's responsible!

LARRY:

You're in charge now, Lieutenant.

LT. HARPER:

Yeah, guess I am. Kelton.

KELTON:

Yes, sir?

LT. HARPER:

Get on the radio. Tell the coroner he's gotta make another trip out here.

KELTON:

What 'bout the lab boys?

LT. HARPER:

Well, who do you think we left back at the car, boy scouts? Come on,
Larry.
(CLAY'S FUNERAL. The MOURNERS gather for a third
time.)

REV. LYNN
LEMON:

The bell has rung upon a great career. Now we lay him to his rest: a rest
well deserved, but so premature.
COMPANY:
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(END OF MUSIC: No. 4 – A Time To Live, Reprise. Lights
up on CRISWELL at his desk.)
CRISWELL:

It was at that exact point in time, many light years across the vast reaches
of space, that the fate of the Earth was being decided.
(Lights change to inside a spaceship. An . . . er . . . "alien",
the RULER, is seated on a “throne”. Enter EROS and
TANNA. They salute in a spacey fashion.)

RULER:

Space Commander Eros. Why have you returned?

EROS:

We had to come here to Space Station 7 for regeneration. We're returning
to the planet Earth immediately thereafter.

RULER:

You have your report? What progress has been made with Plan 8?

EROS:

We attempted to contact government officials.

TANNA:

They simply refused to believe in our existence.

EROS:

It's been absolutely impossible to work through these Earth creatures.
Their minds are too narrow; their souls are too controlled. We have been
forced to abandon Plan 8.

RULER:

What plan will you follow, now?

EROS:

(A beat.) Plan 9.
(A musical sting.)

RULER:

Plan 9? Ah, yes! Plan 9! Remind me?

TANNA:

Long-distance control electrodes shot into the pineal pituitary glands of the
recently deceased – in short, the apparent resurrection of the dead.

RULER:

Ah, yes! One of my better plans. Have you attempted this as yet?

TANNA:

Yes, Excellency.

RULER:

And the results so far?

TANNA:

We have successfully raised two.
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RULER:

Just two?

EROS:

We shall be just as successful on more.

RULER:

The living . . . they have no suspicion of your movements?

EROS:

We had to dispose of three: two labourers and one “policeman”.

RULER:

What is that?

TANNA:

One who controls the behaviour of others through possession of a shiny
badge and consumption of a food item called “doughnuts.”

RULER:

Strange.

EROS:

Indeed. None of the risen have been seen, yet. At least, not by anyone who
still remains alive.
(All three laugh evilly, then cut off abruptly.)

RULER:

It's too bad it must be handled this way. However, it must. Far better to kill
a few now than permit them, with their meddling, to destroy the entire
universe! Those whom we take from the grave will pave the way for our
ultimate success.

EROS:

Yes, Excellency.

TANNA:

We feared Your Excellency wouldn't take our report this well.

RULER:

Had you been dealing with our own people, my reaction would have been
very different.

EROS:

You mean . . . ?

RULER:

(He pulls out a ray-gun and displays it.) Vaporization – instant and
complete. However, in my great wisdom, I understand the difficulties of
dealing with the Earth race. (He returns the ray-gun to its holster.) Very
well. Continue on. Report to me in two Earth days.
(The RULER rises and exits.)

TANNA:

What do you think will be the next obstacle the Earth people will put in
our way?
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EROS:

We have only one problem with them: they can think.

TANNA:

But those we're using cannot think.

EROS:

Of course not. They are the dead, brought to a simulated life by our
electrode guns.

TANNA:

You know, it's an interesting thing to consider that the Earth people, that
is, the living who can think, are so frightened by the dead, who cannot.

EROS:

Very curious. Prepare the ship for launch! We leave as soon as
regeneration is complete.

TANNA:

Yes, Eros.

EROS:

Space Commander Eros.
(He exits, leaving TANNA on her own. MUSIC: No. 5 –
Space Love. Others in “space” outfits appear in the
shadows to sing with her.)

TANNA:

THE OTHERS:

TANNA:

TANNA:
THE OTHERS:
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(END OF MUSIC: No. 5 – Space Love. EROS re-enters
with charts or equipment. He pauses and looks at the
COMPANY, all still in their Space Love final positions.)
EROS:

The atomic power source is fully regenerated. Have your readied the ship
for launch?

TANNA:

(After exchanging glances with the COMPANY.) Yes?

EROS:

Very well. To stations! Stand-by for launch sequence. We now prepare to
astonish the Earth!
(MUSIC: No. 6 – Plan Nine From Outer Space, reprise.
The COMPANY in “space” suits sing. Lights change as
they do.)

COMPANY:
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(END OF MUSIC: No. 6 – Plan Nine from Outer Space,
reprise. Lights on CRISWELL at his desk.)
CRISWELL:

As the evening shadows began to gather over America, good people across
the nation were startled to look up into the sky and find objects that should
never have been there.
(MUSIC No. 7 – It’s A Saucer. The COMPANY, now
ordinary human citizens, react to seeing flying saucers.)

COMPANY:

(Sequence in which UFOs fly over Hollywood, and people
get scared.)
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CRISWELL:

From his headquarters in Washington, Colonel Tom Edwards, in charge of
saucer field activities, was about to make the greatest decision of his
career. He made that decision.
(COL. EDWARDS appears and looks through his
binoculars. He raises his arm and drops it. Artillery fires at
the saucers.)

COMPANY:
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(End of MUSIC No. 7 - It’s A Saucer. Outside the Trent
house. JEFF and PAULA enter; JEFF is dressed in his
pilot’s uniform and PAULA carries his overnight bag.)
JEFF:

(After looking up at the sky for a moment.) I still think you ought to go into
town and stay with your mother until I get back.

PAULA:

Most men try to keep their wives from going home to Momma.

JEFF:

That's not the point.

PAULA:

That's all the point there's going to be. This is our home and nothing's
going to take me from it. Now toddle off and fly your flying machine, and
if you see any more flying saucers, tell them to pick another house to buzz.

JEFF:

Oh, forget about the flying saucers. They're up there, but what happened in
that cemetery was too close for comfort.

PAULA:

The saucers are up there; the cemetery's out there. But I'll be locked up in
there. Now off you go, into your wild blue yonders. Don't worry about me.

JEFF:

You're the only thing I do worry about. You promise you'll lock the doors
immediately?
(MUSIC: No. 8 - Your Pillow By My Side.)
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PAULA:

JEFF:

+ PAULA:
(from bar 75)
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JEFF:

You know I'm not leaving here until I hear you lock the front door.

PAULA:

All right, darling. I may even lock the side door.
(They exit. The airplane cockpit, as before; DANNY is at
the controls. EDITH enters through the curtain.)

EDITH:

Hi, Silence. You're mighty quiet this trip.

DANNY:

Huh?

EDITH:

You two haven't spoken ten words since takeoff.

DANNY:

Huh?

EDITH:

There are thirty-three passengers back there who’d be grateful if you two
were awake up here.

DANNY:

It’s just Jeff. He’s worried about Paula, with those murders in the
graveyard and those strange things flying over the house.
(Enter JEFF, through the curtain.)

EDITH:

Well, I haven't figured out those crazy skybirds yet but I’ll give you fifty
to one the police have solved the cemetery thing by now.

JEFF:

I hope so.

EDITH:

You two are practically still on your honeymoon. Why don't you radio in
and have them patch you through to her?

DANNY:

’Way ahead of you, Edie. On the comms, right now, Jeff. Hey, Edie, how
about you and me balling it up in Albuquerque?

EDITH:

Silly boy, we land at 4 am. Albuquerque’s strictly a nine o'clock town.

DANNY:

Well, I’m sure we can find something to do.

EDITH:

I’ll bet.
(Lights up on PAULA in the Trent bedroom, sleeping. A
phone rings. She gropes for the phone, picks up the
receiver.)
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PAULA:

Hello? Jeff! I thought you were in the air. Sure, I'm all right. I just fell
asleep. I'm all right! Okay. I love you, too. Goodnight.
(She hangs up the phone.)

JEFF & PAULA:

DANNY:

How 'bout Albuquerque, Edie?

EDITH:

I can't resist your charm, Danny Boy. I’m sure we’ll find something to
do.

JEFF & PAULA:

(END OF MUSIC: No. 8 – Your Pillow By My Side. Lights
up on CRISWELL at his desk.)
CRISWELL:

Residents near the cemetery paid little attention to the crack of thunder
and the flash of lightning that split the night. (FX: a crack of thunder and
a flash of lightning.) But from the blast, came the moving figure of a dead
old man.
(MUSIC: NO. 9 – Near The Cemetery. Lights on cemetery.
The OLD MAN, dead and vampirey, comes from his crypt.
He stops at a grave and VAMPIRA emerges. They move
toward the Trent house. TEEN BOYS and GIRLS enter in
2D cutout 50s-style hot-rods. They “park” facing the
audience.)

THE GIRLS:
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(The OLD MAN and VAMPIRA continue their slow
progress toward the Trent house.)
THE BOYS:

(Each couple begin to disappear down onto the seat,
petting.)

(The GIRLS heads appear, somewhat mussed.)
THE GIRLS:

(The BOYS reappear, also mussed. The BOYS begin to pull
away from them.)

(The couples disappear again. The OLD MAN enters the
Trent house. PAULA wakes, screams and runs out.)

THE GIRLS:
THE BOYS:
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(PAULA is chased through the graveyard by the OLD
MAN. VAMPIRA steps out of the trees, joining the chase.
The BOYS heads suddenly appear.)
THE BOYS:

(The GIRLS arms appear, beckoning the BOYS.)

(PAULA runs through, followed by the OLD MAN and
VAMPIRA. The TEENS heads all reappear.)
THE TEENS:

(PAULA comes on, backing away from the ghouls. As she
does, she passes over CLAY’s grave and CLAY’s hand
suddenly comes out of his grave and grabs her ankle. She,
of course, stumbles and falls down. CLAY rises from his
grave to stand over her as the OLD MAN and VAMPIRA
appear, but suddenly the headlights of all the cars come on.
The ghouls react to the light and begin to back away, as
PAULA, of course, faints. )
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(The ghouls, overcome by the light, all “run” away. The
TEENAGERS come to PAULA’s aid)
(END OF MUSIC: No. 9 – Near The Cemetery.)
THE TEENAGERS: Mrs. Trent! Mrs. Trent! What's wrong? Did you see those things? What
were they? Are you all right, Mrs. Trent? Where’d they go? (Etc.)
(They pick up PAULA, who is slowly recovering.)
We should take her to the hospital. We should call the police! I’ve never
been so scared in my life. What were those things? Where did those things
come from?
ONE TEENAGE GIRL:

I’m never coming near this place again.

ONE TEENAGE BOY:

Really? Never?

ONE TEENAGE GIRL:

(Teasing him.) Aww!
(MUSIC: No. 9a – Near The Cemetery, Transition. They
exit, with PAULA. Lights change to interior of EROS’s
space ship. EROS watches a screen. TANNA stands by.)

EROS:

The ones we have raised are approaching. They'll be at the hatch in a
moment. You can open it now, Tanna. Be careful! Turn off the animation
electrodes quickly when they enter. They can't tell us from anyone else –
they’ll attack us, too, if you don’t.
(One by one, the OLD MAN, VAMPIRA and CLAY shamble
into the spaceship. As each sees EROS and TANNA, they
begin to attack them, but TANNA cuts off their electrode
juice and they lapse into catatonia.)

TANNA:

Dead yet not dead.

EROS:

Alive yet not alive – but perfect tools for our plan.

TANNA:

We must report back to the mother-ship, quickly.

EROS:

Of course. Engage the Atomic Space engines!
(Suitably spacey-rockety sound effect (with smoke?). Lights
change. Up on two policemen (LARRY and KELTON). The
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TEENAGERS crowd around. )
TEENAGE GIRL:

There was three of them! I tell you they were out there! We all saw them!

TEENAGERS:

Yeah! Yeah! We saw ‘em! Yeah!

TEENAGE BOY:

It’s right there! In the cemetery!

TEENAGERS:

Yeah! Yeah! In the cemetery! Yeah!

LARRY:

And what were they? It's tough to find something you don't know what
you're looking for.

TEENAGE BOY:

Just go out to the cemetery and see for yourself!

LARRY:

Go out there? This time of night? I was off duty an hour ago.

TEENAGE GIRL:

But, you’ve got to go! They attacked Mrs. Trent! We all saw it.

TEENAGERS:

Yeah! Yeah! We saw it! Yeah!

KELTON:

From what I’m smelling on your breath, you could see anything.

TEENAGE BOY:

Well, what about Mrs. Trent? She didn't have anything on her breath. She
claims to have seen them, too.

LARRY:

She was hysterical.

TEENAGE GIRL:

She was frightened.

TEENAGE BOY:

. . . and in a state of . . . what do you call it? . . . shock! But, don't forget
the bruises where that ghoul grabbed her.

2ND TEEN GIRL:

And, that torn nightgown!

TEENAGE BOYS:

Yeah!

LARRY:

Should we go look, do you think?

KELTON:

Ah, don't ask me any questions. I'm a hired hand, just like you.

LARRY:

What were you kids doing out there, anyway?

TEENAGE GIRLS:

(After exchanging glances.) Homework.
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TEENAGE BOY:

Yeah, physics.

KELTON:

Physics?

TEENAGE BOY:

Sure! Gravity. You know: the attraction of heavenly bodies.

LARRY:

Aww! Get out of here! Go home!

TEENAGE GIRL:

But, what about . . . ?

KELTON:

Scram, before we lock you up for drinking underage.
(The TEENAGERS exit, grumbling.)

TEENAGERS:

Just ’cause they think we’re kids. You’ll be sorry. So, what do we now? I’m
not going back there. Aw, come on! No! Take me home. Aw. . . (Etc.)

LARRY:

So, what do we do with this?

KELTON:

Bump it to Lieutenant Harper. Let him decide. I’m just a hired hand,
remember?
(Lights change to CRISWELL, at his desk.)

CRISWELL:

Meanwhile, in a secret office in the Pentagon, in Washington DC.
(GENERAL ROBERTS stares out a window. A knock is
heard.)

GEN. ROBERTS:

Come in, Colonel Edwards! Close the door. At ease, Colonel.

COL. EDWARDS:

Thank you, sir.

GEN. ROBERTS:

I understand you've been on the ground for many of these, uh, space
attacks.

COL. EDWARDS:

I'm in charge of field operations, sir.

GEN. ROBERTS:

You've seen these things yourself?

COL. EDWARDS:

Yes, sir.

GEN. ROBERTS:

You believe they are . . . well, flying saucers, Colonel?
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COL. EDWARDS:

Yes, sir.

GEN. ROBERTS:

You realize there's a government directive stating that there is no such thing
as a flying saucer?

COL. EDWARDS:

Yes, sir.

GEN. ROBERTS:

Do you stand by your statement, knowing it’s against direct orders?

COL. EDWARDS:

Well, uh, yes, sir.

GEN. ROBERTS:

This could mean a court martial.

COL. EDWARDS:

General Roberts, how am I supposed to hold down my command if I’m not
allowed to believe in what I’m shooting at?

GEN. ROBERTS:

Fair enough. Very well, Colonel. There are objects flying in our skies –

COL. EDWARDS:

Flying objects?

GEN. ROBERTS:

Unidentified ones. We need an acronym for that. But, there's no doubt
about it. They've been there for some time.

COL. EDWARDS:

You mean – they really are there?

GEN. ROBERTS:

I thought you were convinced of that!

COL. EDWARDS:

Thoroughly convinced – but that doesn’t mean I’m not crazy. Quite a sight,
aren’t they, sir?

GEN. ROBERTS:

They must have a reason for their visits.

COL. EDWARDS:

Visits? Are interceptor missiles the usual way of welcoming visitors?

GEN. ROBERTS:

We haven't always fired at them. For a time, we tried contact by radio: no
response. Then they attacked a town. A town where people died.

COL. EDWARDS:

I didn’t know that, sir.

GEN. ROBERTS:

Of course, you didn’t.

COL. EDWARDS:

To think, I’ve been fighting beings from outer space – flying saucers.

GEN. ROBERTS:

Remember, Colonel. Flying saucers are only a rumor.
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COL. EDWARDS:

Of course, sir. We’ve just been doing some practice firing at the clouds.

GEN. ROBERTS:

But! We've now had contact with them.

COL. EDWARDS:

Contact? By radio? They speak our language?

GEN. ROBERTS:

Well, not quite. Radio messages, yes: from their space ships. For a long
time, it was just a lot of jumbled noise, but now, we have GIBBERISH.

COL. EDWARDS:

Gibberish?

GEN. ROBERTS:

The Global Integrated Bubble-Balanced Electronic Recurring-Instance
Sound Harmonizer: GIBBERISH, an electronic brain that breaks down any
language to our own.

COL. EDWARDS:

General, uh, what's this all got to do with me?

GEN. ROBERTS:

Well, you've been in charge of saucer field activity for a long while. I think
it's about time you heard these recordings. Do you agree?

COL. EDWARDS:

Agree? Lead me to them!

GEN. ROBERTS:

Good! Let’s go to the telemetry room.
(Lights change to The Trent home. JEFF helps PAULA into
the house.)

PAULA:

I tell you I’m all right, Jeff.

JEFF:

I’ll decide that.

PAULA:

You will, will you?

JEFF:

I’m not leaving your side until all of this nonsense is cleared up.

PAULA:

Thank you, sweetheart, but you’ve got to go in to work.

JEFF:

I’ve booked off.

PAULA:

Jeff, they need you.

JEFF:

They don’t need me as much as I need you. I lost Cathy because I wasn’t
there; I won’t lose you.
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PAULA:

Thank you, darling.
(There is a pause.)
Jeff? Do you still miss her?

JEFF:

Paula.

PAULA:

No, seriously, darling. She’s been gone four years. Do you still miss her?

JEFF:

I love you. You know that, don’t you?
(MUSIC: No. 10 – The Lost Roses Of Her Cheeks.)

PAULA:

JEFF:

I do. But, I don’t think I’d like it if you didn’t think about her once in a
while.
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JEFF:

PAULA:

JEFF:

JEFF:

PAULA:

PAULA:

I’m glad. (A beat.) Just don’t make a habit of it.
(END OF MUSIC: No. 10 – The Lost Roses of Her Cheeks.
A light flashes and a space-shipy roar is heard. JEFF pulls
PAULA down and covers her with his body until it is over.)
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At ease, marine. You can let me up, now.
JEFF:

(Rising and helping her up.) What do you suppose that was?

PAULA:

Whatever it was, it's no stranger than the other things happening around this
cemetery.

JEFF:

More spooks like the kids were talking about.

PAULA:

I saw them too, Jeff.

JEFF:

Yeah. Spooks, huh?

PAULA:

You never know where you’ll find them. So, marine. You want to come
into the bedroom and check under the covers for me?
(He grins and they hold hands as PAULA leads him inside.
Lights change. In the graveyard, LT. HARPER and LARRY
are snooping about. MUSIC: No. 10a – It’s A Saucer,
Underscore. KELTON comes running in.)

KELTON:

Lieutenant, Lieutenant! Did you hear that?

LARRY:

How could we help it?

KELTON:

Know what it was?

LT. HARPER:

No more than you do.

LARRY:

If it weren't for orders, I'd get out of here right now.

LT. HARPER:

I know what I think it was: a flying saucer.

LARRY:

What makes you say that?

LT. HARPER:

You remember the noise we heard the other night?

LARRY:

We were knocked to the ground – how could I forget?

LT. HARPER:

Exactly, but you're not remembering that sound.

LARRY:

There, you're wrong, Lieutenant. I'm with the fact the sound is similar, but
what about the blinding light?
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LT. HARPER:

Well, haven't you heard? Many times a saucer hasn't had a glow, or a light
of any kind for that matter.

LARRY:

That proves it. It’s a saucer!
(A brief pause while they look slowly and nervously toward
the audience and back.)
What next, Lieutenant?

LT. HARPER:

Well, there sure ain’t nothing here. The only spirits those kids saw tonight
were those I smelled on their breath.

LARRY:

Yeah, I hadn't thought of that. I guess that's why you're a detective
lieutenant and I'm still a uniformed cop.

LT. HARPER:

Sometimes it's only the breaks, Larry. In the meantime, let's get –

KELTON:

Maybe this doesn't mean much, but, uh, Larry and me found a grave that
looks like it's been busted into.

LT. HARPER:

What? Where?

KELTON:

Why, uh, why . . .

LT. HARPER:

Come on, man, out with it. We haven't got all day to waste.

KELTON:

Uh, just over there beyond the crypt.

LT. HARPER:

All right, show us the way!
(MUSIC: No. 10b: It’s A Saucer, Transition. Lights change.
We see CLAY's grave.)

KELTON:

Look, here it is, Lieutenant.

LT. HARPER:

Yikes! It's been broken into all right.

LARRY:

Strange. If someone had broken in, the dirt should all be piled up here
somewhere. This looks like it's all fallen into the grave.

LT. HARPER:

Larry, you'll be out of that uniform before you know it.

LARRY:

Do we have the right to look down there, Lieutenant?
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LT. HARPER:

Ah, technically no.

LARRY:

Technically?

LT. HARPER:

We shouldn't investigate any further without the permission of the next of
kin, but, this spot looks familiar, though.

KELTON:

Let's go talk to the next of kin!

LT. HARPER:

How? How do we know who the next of kin are?

LARRY:

I see what you mean: the gravestone's down there.

LT. HARPER:

I guess, somebody’s got to find out whose grave it is.

KELTON:

How?

LT. HARPER:

By going down and finding out!

KELTON:

Are you sure you mean that, Lieutenant?

LT. HARPER:

If I didn't mean it, I wouldn't have said it. Somebody’s got to go. (He
stares at KELTON.)

KELTON:

Why not the rookie?

LT. HARPER:

‘Cause I’m telling you to do it.

LARRY:

Scared?

KELTON:

Why do I always get hooked up with these spook details? Monsters, graves,
bodies . . . oh, all right. (He climbs down into the grave. Out of sight:)
Casket's here – it’s open!

LT. HARPER:

Can you read the name on the casket?

KELTON:

It's too dark. Give me a flashlight.

LT. HARPER:

How 'bout a match?

KELTON:

Let me have ‘em! (Matches are tossed down.) It's – Inspector Clay's grave!
(KELTON clambers from the grave in haste.) But he ain't in it!
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(MUSIC: No. 11 – Eros Calling Earth. GEN. ROBERTS and
COL. EDWARDS enter. GEN. ROBERTS points to a tape
recorder.)
GEN. ROBERTS:

What you’re about to hear, Colonel, is top secret. I mean, top secret. The
President hasn’t even been briefed on this.

COL. EDWARDS:

The President hasn’t been briefed . . . ?

GEN. ROBERTS:

Need to know, Colonel. Need to know.

COL. EDWARDS:

And, you’ve decided I need to know.

GEN. ROBERTS:

Yes, I believe you do.

EROS RECORDED:

(The lights change to include a shadowy image of EROS.)
EROS:

(Live voice takes over.)
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(END OF MUSIC: No. 11 – Eros Calling Earth.)
GEN. ROBERTS:

That's the end of that one. Atmospheric conditions in outer space often
interfere with transmitting.

COL. EDWARDS:

Atmosphere? In space?
(A brief pause while they look slowly and nervously toward
the audience and back.)
How many of these recordings do you have, General?

GEN. ROBERTS:

An even dozen up to now. This was the last one. We received it over a
month ago.

COL. EDWARDS:

Do you think they mean business?
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GEN. ROBERTS:

We can't afford to take any chances. You ever been to Hollywood?

COL. EDWARDS:

Oh, a couple of times. A few years ago.

GEN. ROBERTS:

You'll be there in the morning. Just a few minutes from Hollywood, in the
town of San Fernando, reports have come in of saucers flying so low the
exhaust knocked people to the ground. There have even been claims of
saucer landings and spooks wandering about. Your job is to attempt to
contact them. Find them, Colonel. See what in hell it is they want!

COL. EDWARDS:

All right, sir.

GEN. ROBERTS:

(Handing over a sealed case.) These are confidential reports, Colonel. Read
them over carefully on the plane, turn them over to Air Force intelligence in
Los Angeles. They'll have further orders for disposition.

COL. EDWARDS:

Yes, sir.

GEN. ROBERTS:

Colonel Edwards?

COL. EDWARDS:

Sir?

GEN. ROBERTS:

Good luck.

COL. EDWARDS:

Thank you, sir. I have a feeling I’ll need it.
(Lights change. Inside the spaceship. EROS, TANNA abase
themselves as the RULER enters, with ceremony.)

EROS:

We are nearly ready to report, Excellency. We would have returned to the
mother-ship shortly.

RULER:

I told you to report in two days. You are many days late.

EROS:

It was unavoidable. The electro-magnetic conditions were poor.

RULER:

You should have transmitted as soon as conditions permitted.

EROS:

We were sure that the humans were intercepting our transmissions.
Suspicion has fallen upon our movements. Our ships have been viewed
near the point of operations.

RULER:

And what has this extra time gained, Eros?
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EROS:

We have successfully raised three of the dead ones.

RULER:

Three!

EROS:

A small start that will quickly grow to a major success.
(The RULER’s hand strays to his vaporization ray-gun as he
thinks. EROS and TANNA watch in fear. Finally, he moves
his hand away from it.)

RULER:

Permit me to see one.

EROS:

(To TANNA.) Bring in the big one. Use your small electrode gun.

TANNA:

The small electrode gun has been malfunctioning.

RULER:

See that it doesn’t. (TANNA exits.) I have taken two ships from your
command.

EROS:

But . . . that will leave only my ship!

RULER:

I have need of the other ships elsewhere. The plan is far from successful,
and you, Eros, must prove it an operational success before more time,
energy, and ships may be spent on it.
(TANNA brings in CLAY, who immediately starts after the
RULER. CLAY gets his hands around the RULER’s throat.)

RULER:

Stop him, Tanna! Turn off your electrode gun! No! No! Stop him, Tanna!

TANNA:

I can't get! It's jammed!

RULER:

Stop him, you fool!

EROS:

Drop the gun to the floor, Tanna! The metal floor will break the contact!

TANNA:

(Drops the gun and CLAY goes passive. Gasping.) That was too close!

RULER:

Yes, it was. I will not suffer incompetence – (His hand goes to his ray gun,
then away from it.) – much longer. Bring the giant here.

EROS:

Make sure your electrode gun is in working order before pointing it at him.
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TANNA:

(Checks the gun.) Whatever made it jam was cleared by the fall.
(She aims the “gun” at CLAY, directing him to the RULER.)

RULER:

Yes, he's a fine specimen. Are they all this powerful on planet Earth?

EROS:

This one is an exception, Excellency.

RULER:

What are the other two like?

EROS:

One is a woman, the other an old man.

RULER:

An old man, you say?

EROS:

Yes, Excellency.

RULER:

This gives me a plan. Put the big one away.

EROS:

Take him back to the holding room.
(TANNA uses the “gun” to take CLAY off.)

RULER:

The old one must be sacrificed. Re-land on Earth. Send the old one to
where those who have been interfering are found. Then cut off the
electrokinetic animation ray and turn on your ship's decomposition ray. The
result will astound the interferers, divert their attention until you have
gained other recruits from the cemetery.

EROS:

Yes, Excellency. It will be done.

RULER:

Report to me when this has been accomplished. Let nothing stand in your
way, Eros.
(MUSIC: No. 12 – The Bell Has Rung.)
You know what is at stake should your mission fail. We cannot allow the
humans to continue in the course they are on. (TANNA returns.) We must
take drastic measures and we must do so now.
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EROS:

EROS/RULER:

TANNA:

TANNA & EROS:

ALL THREE:

(END OF MUSIC: No. 12 – The Bell Has Rung. Lights to
black.)
END OF ACT ONE

Plan Nine From Outer Space, The Musical
Act Two
(MUSIC: No. 13 - Entr’Acte. Lights up on the TRENT
HOME. The TEENS are gathered, sitting or lounging in
pairs around a fire. DANNY and EDITH are also sitting,
arms around each other. MUSIC: No. 14 – That’s Why I
Hold You (In My Arms)
DANNY:

DANNY & THE
TEEN BOYS:

EDITH:

TEEN GIRLS:

EDITH & THE
TEEN GIRLS:
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DANNY & THE
TEEN BOYS:

EDITH & THE TEEN GIRLS:
ALL:
(S./A. Top line)

(END OF MUSIC: No. 14 – That’s Why I Hold You (In My
Arms). As the song ends, LT. HARPER and COL.
EDWARDS enter. JEFF and PAULA react with caution to
their entrance. JEFF taps DANNY on the shoulder and
nods toward EDWARDS. DANNY rises.)
DANNY:

Know what, gang? I think it’s time we took this to the malt shop.

TEENS:

Malt shop? Nowheresville! What is this, 1940? How uncool is that? I ain’t
going to no malt shop! That’s strictly squares-ville! L-7!

DANNY:

Everybody up! We’re going to the malt shop – on me! C’mon, Edie.

EDITH:

Danny?
(DANNY nods toward HARPER and EDWARDS.)
Oh. All right, everybody! Up and at it! The malt shop closes in half an
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hour.
TEEN BOY:

It ain’t a malt that I want.

EDITH:

Then you can have a shake. Dig it, daddy-o?

TEEN BOY:

Word from the bird!
(The TEENS groan and grumble but are moved off.)

TEENS:

(Variously, as they exit.) Thanks, Mrs. Trent. Mr. Trent. Nifty bash. Later,
'gator. Glad you're feeling better, Mrs. Trent. Catch ya on the flip side.
Thanks. Bye.

DANNY:

(To JEFF.) Should I come back, later?

JEFF:

No need. See you in the cockpit.

DANNY:

All right. Watch what you say.
(EDITH and PAULA exchanges hugs, then DANNY and
EDITH exit, following the TEENS. MUSIC: No. 15 –
There’s Something Out There.)

JEFF:

What can we do for you, gentlemen?

LT. HARPER:

COL. EDWARDS:
PAULA:

Colonel.

JEFF:

Hello.

COL. EDWARDS:
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PAULA:
COL. EDWARDS:

PAULA:

COL. EDWARDS:

PAULA:

COL. EDWARDS:
PAULA:

COL. EDWARDS:
LT. HARPER:
PAULA:

PAULA & JEFF:

JEFF:

COL. EDWARDS:

No, no, no!
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JEFF:

COL. EDWARDS:

JEFF:
COL. EDWARDS:

JEFF:
COL. EDWARDS:
JEFF:
COL. EDWARDS:
JEFF:

PAULA:
JEFF:
COL. EDWARDS:
LT. HARPER:
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PAULA:
JEFF:
COL. EDWARDS:
LT. HARPER:

PAULA:
JEFF:
COL. EDWARDS:
LT. HARPER:

PAULA:
JEFF:
COL. EDWARDS:
LT. HARPER:

PAULA:
JEFF:
COL. EDWARDS:
LT. HARPER:

COL. EDWARDS:

This is the most fantastic story I've ever heard.

JEFF:

Every word of it's true!
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COL. EDWARDS:

That's the fantastic part of it.

LT. HARPER:

Hey, do you hear something? (Calling off.) You see anything out there,
Kelton?

KELTON:

(Off.) Too dark, Lieutenant. But something's startin’ to stink awful bad!

PAULA:
JEFF:
COL. EDWARDS:
LT. HARPER:

(END OF MUSIC No. 15– There’s Something Out There.
On the end of the music, shots are fired off-stage.)
KELTON:

(Off.) AAAAH!

LT. HARPER:

What the . . . ?
(The OLD MAN enters, walking slowly with his cape coving
his face.)

PAULA:

That’s it! That’s the thing that chased me! Jeff! (She flings her arms
around JEFF for protection.)
(HARPER and EDWARDS pull out pistols and shoot at it.
There is an odd sound and weird light as the ship turns on
its decomposition ray, and the OLD MAN suddenly
collapses into a pile of bones and cape.)

COL. EDWARDS:

What do you make of that?

LT. HARPER:

You got me! It didn't look that way a minute ago.

PAULA:

Oh, Jeff. It’s horrible!

JEFF:

It’s all right, Paula. It can’t hurt you now.

LT. HARPER:

Oh, in the excitement, I forgot all about Kelton. (He exits, then returns
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supporting KELTON.) He'll be all right in a few minutes.
KELTON:

(Faint.) Did you see that thing? Did you get it?

LT. HARPER:

We got it. Or something did.

KELTON:

What was it? It wouldn't fall – I fired every bullet I had.

LT. HARPER:

So did I. So did Colonel Edwards. It wasn’t anything we did that stopped it.

COL. EDWARDS:

You saw that light, too? What power could do that – turn animated flesh
into a pile of bone?

KELTON:

Some sort of disintegration ray.

COL. EDWARDS:

Now, you’re talking cheap science fiction.

KELTON:

Well, ain’t we?
(A brief pause while they all do a slow, nervous take to the
audience.)

LT. HARPER:

I don't know what it was or what happened to it, but unless that bag of
bones can reassemble itself, it's nothing to worry about now.

PAULA:

Where would a thing like that come from?

COL. EDWARDS:

That’s the cemetery, that way?

JEFF:

Just a block over. Through the woods.

COL. EDWARDS:

We should take a look.

LT. HARPER:

Colonel, I've been out there so often I think I've taken a lease on the place.

COL. EDWARDS:

Not a long lease, I hope.

LT. HARPER:

What? Oh! Not funny. But, you’re right. I can't help but feel the answer's
out there, somewhere.

COL. EDWARDS:

Will Mrs. Trent be safe?

LT. HARPER:

Mrs. Trent, I think you'd better stay here.
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PAULA:

Not on your life!

LT. HARPER:

Modern women . . .

PAULA:

No, we’ve been that way all through the ages. Especially in a spot like this.

LT. HARPER:

Kelton!

KELTON:

Yes, sir?

LT. HARPER:

Stay close to Mrs. Trent.

KELTON:

All right, Lieutenant.

JEFF:

Stay close to the officer, Paula.

PAULA:

I'd feel safer with you.

JEFF :

The Lieutenant’s in charge.

PAULA:

I don't like it, but I guess there isn't much I can do about it.

LT. HARPER:

(To JEFF.) You have a gun?

JEFF:

No. I don’t care for them.

LT. HARPER:

Know how to use one?

JEFF:

(A slight pause.) Four years in the Marine Corps. Gaudalcanal.

LT. HARPER:

That right? Iwo Jima, here. (Taking out a second pistol.) Take this.

JEFF:

You think we'll need that?

LT. HARPER:

You can never tell until you do. (JEFF takes the gun.) Let's get going.

JEFF:

There’s a path through the woods, here.

COL. EDWARDS:

Straight to the graveyard?

JEFF:

Yeah.

PAULA:

What do you expect to find there?
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LT. HARPER:

There's only one answer to that, Mrs. Trent: we'll know when we find it.
(MUSIC: No. 15a – The Zombie Walk, Preparatory. They
exit. Lights change to the spaceship. EROS and TANNA are
watching the televisor screen.)

EROS:

They'll discover our ship soon.

TANNA:

You’re going to let them find us?

EROS:

It's the only way. These are the same men who have been so close so often.
They must be halted before they can inform others about us.

TANNA:

But there are others, as well! The female and the slow one.

EROS:

They'll be taken too. Send the big one to get the womanl and the stupid
policeman. Then – release all of the risen! It’s time for zombies to walk!
(The music cuts off.) Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!!
(MUSIC: No. 16 – The Zombie Walk. Lights change to the
cemetery. Shuffling figures, led by VAMPIRA, come out of
the shadows among the graves. They sing individually at
first, then together for the choruses and third verse.)

VAMPIRA:

THE ZOMBIES:
(Except VAMPIRA)
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ALL THE ZOMBIES:

(Dance break. The ZOMBIES shuffle toward the house and,
eventually, out through the audience, dribbling and snarling.)
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(The ZOMBIES shamble off into the darkness and are gone. END
OF MUSIC No. 16 – The Zombie Walk. Lights change: down on the
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space-ship; up on CLAY's grave. LT. HARPER, COL. EDWARDS
and JEFF enter, with flashlights.)
LT. HARPER:

Inspector Clay's grave is right over here.

COL. EDWARDS:

The one you told me was broken into? Looks to me more like someone had
broken out.

LT. HARPER:

That’s what I thought, but – look, Colonel, some things just can't happen.

COL. EDWARDS:

Yeah, well, after that apparition that was draped across the Trent's patio, I
would say we should keep our minds open to anything.

LT. HARPER:

Look, Colonel, I'm a policeman. I deal in facts. But, I'll bet my badge, right
now, we haven't seen the last of those weirdies.
(MUSIC: No. 17 – The Zombie Walk, Reprise. As the men
talk, VAMPIRA and the ZOMBIES appear behind them.)

JEFF:

You know, maybe we're barking up the wrong tree.

LT. HARPER:

One thing a policeman learns, Mr. Trent, is patience.

COL. EDWARDS:

Where’s the burn spot you mentioned?

LT. HARPER:

Right over there – look at that!
(The ZOMBIES shamble closer. Something glows behind the
trees.)
What the heck are they?

JEFF:

They’re not a welcoming committee!

COL. EDWARDS:

Start backing away, but move carefully.
(From OFF, we hear the sound of screams.)

KELTON:

Ahh . . . ahhhhhhhh!

LT. HARPER:

Kelton!

PAULA:

Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhh!
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JEFF:

Paula!
(They run OFF. VAMPIRA and the ZOMBIES follow at a
zombie-like pace.)

THE ZOMBIES:

(VAMPIRA and the ZOMBIES have exited after the men.
END OF MUSIC: No. 17 – The Zombie Walk, Reprise.
Lights change to the spaceship. EROS and TANNA are at
the controls.)
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EROS:

(Looking at a visor screen.) They're just outside. The risen have herded
them toward our ship perfectly. You can send the risen back to their resting
places now, Tanna, and then open the outer hatch. I shall turn on the
dictorobitary, so that we may understand their speech. (He and TANNA
push buttons on the control panel, then EROS chuckles.) Come closer, my
friends. A moment or two more and you will be the first live Earth people
ever to enter a celestial ship.
(LT. HARPER, COL. EDWARDS and JEFF become visible,
from outside the ship, on the visor screen. Their faces are
“fish-lensed” by the camera.)

LT. HARPER:

Wow! Boy, how could anything that big hide for so long?

COL. EDWARDS:

(Tapping on the hull.) Never heard metal sound like that before. What do
you see?

LT. HARPER:

Only my reflection. Must be some kind of one-way glass.

COL. EDWARDS:

How do you get into this thing?

JEFF:

I'm not sure I want to find out. Where did those . . . those things go?

COL. EDWARDS:

Back where they came from, whatever they were.

LT. HARPER:

They’re zombies! Don’t you watch bad horror movies?
(A brief pause while they all look slowly and nervously
toward the audience.)

COL. EDWARDS:

The dead don’t rise from their graves, Lieutenant.

LT. HARPER:

And, space-ships don’t land in cemeteries, but here we are.
(A sound of some sort of motor.)
Look out!
(Lights change as a hatch opens in the ship. COL.
EDWARDS approaches it.)

JEFF:

You goin' in that thing?

COL. EDWARDS:

That's what we're here for.
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JEFF:

I don't know. The way these things speed around, we might just get in there
and pfft! Off it goes.

COL. EDWARDS:

That's a chance we’d better take.

JEFF:

Well, I take a chance every time I step on an airplane. Might just as well see
what the inside of one of these looks like.

COL. EDWARDS:

Guns at the ready?

LT. HARPER:

I tell you one thing for free: if a little green man jumps out at me, I'm
shooting first and asking questions later.
(The men disappear from the visor screen and EROS
switches it off.)

TANNA:

They're in the outer chamber now. Eros, do we have to kill them?

EROS:

Yes.

TANNA:

It seems such a waste.

EROS:

Far better to kill a few now than permit them, with their meddling, to
destroy the entire universe.

TANNA:

You're always right, Eros.

EROS:

Of course, but those are not my words. Those are the words of the Ruler.
(EROS and TANNA make the spacey salute. COL.
EDWARDS, JEFF and LT. HARPER enter the spaceship,
guns at the ready. They see EROS and TANNA.)

LT. HARPER:

(Pointing his gun at them.) Now, you two stay right where you're at.

EROS:

We will do as you command – for the moment.

LT. HARPER:

No “for the moment” about it. You just do as I tell you.

EROS:

You do not need guns. They would be of no use to you, now.

LT. HARPER:

I’ve seen them be mighty useful on flesh and blood, and you two look like
you've got both.
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EROS:

True, they would be effective upon us – if you were to have the opportunity
to use them. (He raises a hand to the controls.)

JEFF:

Mister, if you don't get away from that control board, I'll show you just how
effective they can be.

EROS:

Shall we talk now, or wait? Your friends will be here shortly.

LT. HARPER:

What friends?

EROS:

Those you left at the vehicle.

JEFF:

Paula! If you've done anything to Paula . . . !

COL. EDWARDS:

Easy, Trent.

EROS:

Oh, I assure you, no harm has come to her. Would you like to see?
(EROS reaches for some controls and JEFF shoots at the
control board.)

JEFF:

Next time you try that, I won't aim at the board.

EROS:

You're a headstrong young man. I was only going to turn on the televisor so
you could see her movements.

LT. HARPER:

Go ahead, pal, but move very carefully.
(EROS moves some controls and CLAY appears, carrying
PAULA in his arms.)

JEFF:

Paula!

LT. HARPER:

Inspector Clay!

JEFF:

You fiend!
(JEFF jumps at EROS and tries to strangle him. The two
grapple with each other. TANNA and COL. EDWARDS
separate them. MUSIC: No. 18 – I? A Fiend?)

EROS:
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COL. EDWARDS:

Our aid?

EROS:

COL. EDWARDS:

What is so important that you want to contact the governments of Earth?

EROS:

JEFF:

Now, hold on, buster!

EROS:

LT. HARPER:
EROS:

What?
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COL. EDWARDS:

What do you mean “solaronite”?

EROS:

Explosion of actual particles of light.

COL. EDWARDS:

That's impossible!

EROS:

We've known of it for centuries. Your scientists will stumble upon it sooner
or later, but the primitive minds you possess will not comprehend its
strength – until it's too late.

LT. HARPER:

You're talking ‘way above our heads.

EROS:

Your scientists are working now on harnessing the sun’s rays! Do you think
they cannot do as I have suggested?

JEFF:

Why, a particle of sunlight can't even be seen or measured.

EROS:

Can you see or measure an atom? Yet you can explode one.

COL. EDWARDS:

So what? With a solaronite bomb, America would be stronger than ever.

EROS:

You see? Stupid minds! Stupid!!

JEFF:

That's all I'm taking from you!
(JEFF leaps at EROS, again.)

COL. EDWARDS:

Let him finish!

LT. HARPER:

Get back here, ya jerk!
(LT. HARPER pulls JEFF away from EROS.)

EROS:
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LT. HARPER/JEFF/
COL. EWARDS:
What!
EROS:

COL. EDWARDS/
JEFF/LT. HARPER: Don’t be a fool! That can’t happen! You’re think we’re stupid?
EROS:

(END OF MUSIC No. 18 – I? A Fiend?)
LT. HARPER:

(A beat. He levels his gun at EROS.) Under California law and by authority
of the City of Los Angeles, I’m placing you two under arrest. Come along
with us.

EROS:

Come with you? Where?

LT. HARPER:

The police station, for starters.

EROS:

Aaaaahahahahahahahahaha!

LT. HARPER:

He's mad.

TANNA:

Is it mad to destroy in order to save yourselves? To save others? You have
done this. You have destroyed other countries to save yourselves! How then
is it mad that one planet would destroy another that threatens the existence
of all!
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LT. HARPER:

That's enough! You’ve had your chance.

EROS:

Too late! Plan Nine is in motion. (To COL. EDWARDS) You think, when
you have the solaronite reaction, you’ll be all-powerful! But, you will have
nothing! – and neither will the universe. All that out there – the stars, the
planets – will all be just an empty void. You must be stopped. You will be
stopped! Our satellites are now in place. I have but to flip this switch and
millions of the dead will rise from their graves to overwhelm you all! Plan
Nine is about to be implemented! Look out there.
(The visor screen shows CLAY still holding PAULA)

LT. HARPER:

(Grabbing JEFF’s arm.) Jeff!

EROS:

He would kill in seconds if I so choose. The animator beam is inactive at
the moment, but all it will take is for me to flip this switch – (TANNA
moves his hand to a different switch.) – I mean, this switch. Now, do as I
say!
(Lights change to KELTON by the patrol car. LARRY
comes in.)

LARRY:

What happened to you?

KELTON:

How come you're all alone? I asked for lots of help!

LARRY:

You sounded drunk or something on the radio.

KELTON:

If I didn't see it with my own eyes, I would never have believed it!

LARRY:

Believed what?

KELTON:

It was horrible! He almost broke my shoulder!

LARRY:

Look, make sense or we'll never get to the bottom of this. Now, what
happened? Somebody slug you?

KELTON:

Oh, yeah.

LARRY:

Who slugged you?

KELTON:

Inspector Clay.

LARRY:

(A beat.) What?
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KELTON:

Inspector Clay – only not like we remembered him. Well, his grave was
busted into, right? Or was it, maybe, busted out of?

LARRY:

Next, you'll tell me you saw his skeleton jumping around.

KELTON:

Not his, but we saw another pile of bones, earlier.

LARRY:

Now, I know you're off your rocker.

KELTON:

All of us saw, the Lieutenant, the Colonel, everybody!

LARRY:

Where's the Lieutenant, now?

KELTON:

In the woods, somewhere. I was left here to guard Mrs. Trent. Then
Inspector Clay showed up and the next thing I know, I’m on my back,
staring up at the stars. That’s the second time tonight and I'm getting darned
tired of it! And, Mrs. Trent is gone!

LARRY:

Which way did the Lieutenant and the others go?

KELTON:

Oh, uh, that way.

LARRY:

Come on!
(MUSIC: No. 18a – The Zombie Walk, Underscore. LARRY
and KELTON are working their way into the cemetery.
CLAY is standing with his back to them, holding PAULA.)

LARRY:

Holy cow! Look there. It's Inspector Clay all right, no mistaking that.

KELTON :

And he's got Mrs. Trent!

LARRY:

(Fumbling for his.) Get your gun out.

KELTON:

From all I've seen tonight, guns won't do any good. Clay is dead – dead! –
and we buried him. How do you kill somebody that's already dead? But,
there he stands! That other one earlier, I emptied a full load into him –
nothing!

LARRY:

I'm seeing it – that's the only reason I'm listening to you. Look, hurt him or
not, we've got to try something. I've got an idea. (He takes out his
nightstick.) I'm going to sneak up behind him and whop him over the head.
That oughta make him move. Follow me? Even when Clay was alive, he
couldn't run fast enough to catch me. I’m betting being dead has slowed
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him down a lot, so when he drops Mrs. Trent and chases me, you grab her
and run like lightning in the opposite direction.
KELTON:

And if he doesn’t drop her and chase you?

LARRY:

I didn’t say it was a perfect plan. Got a better one, Brainiac? ‘Cause I’m
open to suggestions.

KELTON:

Go on and whop him.
(LARRY sneaks up behind CLAY and whops him with the
nightstick. CLAY falls and drops PAULA. KELTON runs
over to PAULA, who is out cold. LARRY looks with surprise
at his nightstick.)
That worked better than I thought it would.

KELTON:

(Patting PAULA’s cheek and rubbing her wrists.) Hey, lady! You all right?
(DANNY and EDITH run on, glancing behind them as they
run.)

LARRY:

Now, who the heck are you two?

DANNY:

There were . . . things chasing us! Back there!

EDITH:

They were horrible. You wouldn’t believe . . . !

LARRY:

You wouldn’t believe what I can believe! Where are they?

DANNY:

I don’t know. We were parked in the cemetery and they came out of
nowhere!

LARRY:

What were you doing in the cemetery?

EDITH/DANNY:

(They look at each other then at LARRY.) Homework.

LARRY:

Aww, nuts!

KELTON:

She’s coming ‘round.

EDITH:

(Going over to her.) Paula!

PAULA:

(Recovering quickly.) Oh! I'll be all right. Where’s Jeff? Where are the
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others?
KELTON:

(Pointing to the woods.) In there.
(They look into the ominous woods. Lights change to the
interior of the ship.)

EROS:

Your men have felled the big one. This could only happen because the
animator ray is off. He'll walk again when I turn it on – and this time, he’ll
kill!

LT. HARPER:

Hold it, right there!
(EROS reaches for the switch. LT. HARPER grabs EROS’
hand and pulls it away. EROS fights back. TANNA tries to
intervene and is pulled away by COL. EDWARDS. JEFF
tries to grab EROS, but is knocked down.)
(Lights change to outside the ship where LARRY, PAULA,
KELTON, DANNY and EDITH are trying to find a way in.)

LARRY:

Suppose the Lieutenant is in that thing!

PAULA:

Suppose my husband is in that thing!

KELTON:

Suppose there are martians in that thing!
(Inside the ship, the fight is still going on. JEFF is still
dazed; TANNA beats at COL. EDWARD’s chest; LT.
HARPER and EROS are fighting a battle royale. In the
process, equipment is smashed and a fire starts.)
(Music: No. 19 – Everything’s On Fire. The fight continues.
EROS is knocked down by LT. HARPER, who helps JEFF to
his feet and heads for the door of the ship.)

TANNA:
LT. HARPER:

Come on, let's go.

TANNA:
LARRY:

(Outside.) Open up in there, open up!
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TANNA:

COL. EDWARDS:

(To LT. HARPER.) Get that door open.

TANNA:

JEFF:

I wouldn't know one switch from another!

TANNA:

(She grabs the controls and COL. EDWARDS pushes her
away, then finds the switch that opens the door.)
PAULA:

(Outside.) Jeff! Jeff!

TANNA:

COL. EDWARDS:

(Still working controls.) Get out of here, Trent!

TANNA & COL.:

LT. HARPER:

What are you doing, Colonel?

TANNA & COL.:

LT. HARPER:

(To COL. EDWARDS.) This thing could blow!
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TANNA & COL.:

JEFF:

Colonel, now! Let’s go!
(The men run out of the ship. TANNA rushes to the
controls.)

TANNA:

(EROS recovers and rushes to assist TANNA. Lights change
to outside. JEFF, PAULA, LT. HARPER and COL.
EDWARDS are recovering from their ordeal. LARRY,
KELTON, DANNY and EDITH help them. CLAY is
motionless on the ground. Sound effect of a spaceship
takeoff.)
DANNY:

(Pointing into the sky.) Look at that baby go!

JEFF:

Wouldn’t I like to fly that?

PAULA:

(Arms around JEFF.) No! I want you firmly on Earth, Jeff.

EDITH:

(Arms around DANNY.) Ditto!

LT. HARPER:

I wonder if that's the last we'll see of them?

COL. EDWARDS:

(Thoughtfully.) Perhaps, but, sooner or later, there'll be others. We must be
ready for them.

PAULA:

Look! It’s on fire!

COL. EDWARDS:

It’s losing altitude!

JEFF & DANNY:

It’s out of control!
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(We hear EROS and TANNA’s voices OFF, on the radio.
The others look around to find the source.)
EROS:

LARRY:

Listen! On the prowl car’s radio.

EROS:
COL. EDWARDS:

He’s speaking through that . . . what did he call it? The dictorobitary.

EROS & TANNA:

(A bright flash of distant light . . . )
LARRY:

(Throwing his arms over his eyes.) Holy cow!

JEFF:

(Throwing his arms around her.) Paula!
(. . . followed by a huge explosion. The group on the ground
are thrown flat. Slowly, they rise, except for CLAY, who is
now a pile of bones. END OF MUSIC: No. 19 –
Everything’s On Fire. JEFF examines PAULA for injury.)

PAULA:

Easy, marine. I’ve been through worse than that, tonight.

COL. EDWARDS:

I’ve never seen an explosion of that size.

KELTON:

Do you think they got out of it?

LT. HARPER:

Not a chance.
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JEFF:

And, that’s the end of that.

PAULA:

Not quite. There’s still that vampire thing, that woman –

EDITH:

– and those other things that were roaming around!

LT. HARPER:

Hey! That's right! There's them other zombies running loose.

COL. EDWARDS:

And my guess is, when we find them, they'll look like him. (He points to
CLAY’s skeleton on the ground.) With the ship and the electro-ray gun
gone, they’ll return to what they were.

LT. HARPER:

Dead?

COL. EDWARDS:

Dead.

JEFF:

We’ve got to hand it to them though: they're far ahead of us. That's a
terrible thing, that solaronite.

COL. EDWARDS:

Terrible. (He suddenly becomes energetic.) I have to report back to
Washington. There’s no time to lose. We must discover the solaronite
reaction before the other side does. We cannot allow a solaronite gap. (He
looks up.) Beings from outer space. What might we have learned from
them, had they only come in peace?
(Lights change to CRISWELL, at his desk. MUSIC: No. 20 –
God Help Us In The Future/Plan 9, Reprise.)

CRISWELL:
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COMPANY:

THE TEENS:

THE ADULTS:

(Sung in stop-time sections.)
EROS/TANNA/
RULER:

THE COMPANY:

TANNA/EROS:

JEFF/PAULA:
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THE COMPANY:

(END OF MUSIC: No. 20 – God Help Us In The
Future/Plan 9, Reprise. Lights down to black. MUSIC: No.
21 – Bows And Finale Ultimo. After bows, the COMPANY
sing.)
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(The COMPANY shamble off into the darkness and are
gone. END OF MUSIC No. 21 – Bows And Finale Ultimo.
Lights to black. MUSIC: No. 22 – Audience Playout.)
END OF MUSICAL

